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Overview of PropllAma

Simple and user-
friendly interface

Chatbot Intelligent Conversations 

PropellAma is easy to use
regardless of technical

knowledge.

PropllAma offers chatbot
assistance to answer all

your queries related to real
estate. 

Our bot understands your
queries, remembers the history,

and responds like a human being.
You are not chatting, you are

texting with your property buddy.
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Real Estate is a complicated sector
and the processes might be
overwhelming, especially who is a
new to the system.

01 Understanding Real Estate

The data provided by brokers often tends to be biased towards
their personal goals, which can compromise its reliability.
Additionally, the importance of quality cannot be overstated
when it comes to real-time information.

03 Broker Sanctity

Real Estate is a high value
commodity. Hence, there is a lot of
data available. Processing it all needs
subject matter experts and the
demand for good SMEs has always
been high. 

02 Data Flooding

Problem in the Real Estate
World
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The Solutions
PROPLLAMA.AI

Real Estate Property
Search

Decision Making Real Estate Property
Buying Process

Real Estate Property
Legal Compliance

Get customized search results

for properties based on your

preferences and requirements

Our bot gives you
developments happening in

any locality and help you with
why any of these will effect
your real estate investment

decisions

Get step-by-step support
throughout the entire buying
process with our intelligent

search bot

Anything from legality check
of documents to drafting a

customized lease agreement
we got you covered



Features of PropllAma

Property Search Chat Support

Search for properties that match your
criteria and receive personalized
recommendations.

Access 24/7 chat support from our team
of experts, who can answer any question.
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How PropllAm.ai Works
Enter Your Query

Simply enter your queries in
everyday language and
PropllAma will use its AI to
understand and process your
request.

Get Your Results

PropllAma will rapidly process
your query and provide you
with the most accurate and
relevant results possible.

Become a Happy
Homeowner

PropllAma helps you through
each step of the home buying
process, making it faster and
easier than ever before.
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Benefits of using
PropllAma for Real Estate

Convenience

PropllAma is available 24/7
from the comfort of your own
home.

01

Speed

With PropllAma, your search
for the perfect property is
faster than ever before.

02

Accuracy

PropllAma's AI-powered search
engine provides you with the
most accurate and relevant
results possible.

03
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PROPLLAMA.AI

Q:What is the price per square foot for office  space flats in Park Street?

Q: At what prices were neopolis phase 2 plots auctioned by HMDA?

Q: With a budget of 2 Crores, I am planning to invest in a land plot near Hyderabad airport for
establishing a hotel, guide me with steps to successfully proceed with this venture?

Q: After registering my property at an SRO, my broker mentioned several compliance
requirements. Can you please provide me with a list of mandatory tasks I need to complete?

Try asking these to PropllAma.ai



Conclusion
Thank you for sitting through this short presentation,
PropllAma is basically the one stop real estate doubt
clarifier. 

We guarantee that you will think of us everytime you
think of your investment.
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THANK
YOU


